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School Director’s Message
Dear Parents and Children,

Important Dates and Events
August 6-24

Summer Camp for
2 – 6 year olds

August 29

Parents welcome
morning tea party

August 30

First day of the
new academic
year

October 22-28

Half term holiday

Notes
•

We are pleased to be opening a
class for 4- 5 year olds in August

•

Our Thursday BAMBI playgroups
will resume on September 13!

The last day of a school year is often happy and sad at the same
time as we are pleased to have a rest, but sad to say goodbye
before the holidays. This term has been fun, we have played and
studied as hard as we can and it makes us proud to see more
confident, independent and expressive children in school as a
result. We are thrilled we will see many of you again very soon
at the August Summer School and for the upcoming 2018-2019
academic year. For some of you it is time for big schools in the
future and for others, life in new countries is ahead. We wish you
all well. Seeing your children so often; many each day, we can’t
help but feel attached and a part of the family. We will miss you!
During this month of June, we have achieved important
milestones and we have definitely learnt new skills. Our
personalities have become more defined and rounded too. Every
child attending school should feel proud of all they have achieved
this term and school year. In awarding our annual Pupil of the
Year recipient, we wanted to honour one of our youngest pupils
who is consistently kind, motivated and polite and demonstrated
impressive advances in all our learning areas. That student this
year is Ploy. Congratulations from all of us to you and the family
Ploy!

Looking ahead for the new school year commencing on August 30, we will open a Reception class for
4-5 year olds and we will welcome 2 new teachers, Mr Dustin Salmon from America and Mrs. Victoria
Miller from Australia. Ms Susan and Zhou lao shi will continue at Bright Skies too and we are thrilled
about this.

Ms April will sadly be leaving Bright Skies, taking up an offer to teach higher primary level
students and we will very much miss her bright and sparkly presence and wish her the best of
success in her new post. Gentle Ms Jo will also return to her home and family in Cornwall. She
has been so kind to help us this term and we are very grateful to her.
In other news, our long awaited tuk tuk is ready at last and will be on the road from August
onwards ensuring an Ekamai -BTS route for our children.
In closing this, our second academic year at Bright Skies, I would like to thank you all for your
support in entrusting your children’s early years education to our school. We have loved every
minute!
Happy, restful summer everyone!
We wish you all bright, happy, healthy skies ahead in all your future endeavours!
Kind regards,
Mrs. Shayne
School Director

Kids’ Corner
Can you count how many fluffy
toys are enjoying our new
garden bench?
Quickly let Mrs Shayne know for
a sticker reward!

Issue 3 / Term 3

Little Clouds
Dear Parents,
We have reached the end of the school year! In the past few weeks we have been exploring all of
the amazing things we can do, many of which we were not able to do when we started school! We
can say our names, recognise our classmates, sing some of our favourite nursery rhymes and talk
about our feelings.
It was a great pleasure to have your little ones in my class this year. They are all a few centimetres
taller, more independent and wiser as I return them to you. Even though they would have grown
without my help, it has been a joy and a privilege to see their personalities grow day by day and
see how they have developed in their learning.
We have laughed, played, sang, danced and learnt and made many happy memories in the Little
Clouds class. As the school year comes to a close I would like to say thank you for sharing your
pride and joy with me! Thank you so much for all you have done to support your child’s success at
Bright Skies school this year.
It has been a wonderful and rewarding year for me. I wish you all happiness and success in
Nursery and beyond. I hope that you all have the most wonderful holiday!
All the best,
Miss Susan

Issue 3 / Term 3

Nursery

Dear Nursery parents and families,
Happy end of term! What a lovely school year! It has been a pleasure teaching here at Bright
Skies this year and I have enjoyed getting to know each and every one of you. We have had a full
year full of learning, playing, and discovering many topics and units.
We have spent the past month learning about our final topic: Number Rhymes. We have explored
many songs and rhymes to help us count, such as Five Little Ducks, Five Little Monkeys Jumping
on the Bed, 1, 2, Buckle My Shoe, 1,2,3,4,5, Once I Caught a Fish Alive, and the 10 Green Bottles
song.
You may hear some of your children counting from 1-5 at home, and some children can even
count all the way to 10! In addition to saying our numbers and counting on our fingers, we have
also practised asking the question “How many?” to count animals, classroom objects, and the
number of students at school each day!
Number rhymes have taken over every part of our school day! We practise counting when we line
up, have meals in the canteen, engage in free play in the garden, and even when we go to the
bathroom to wash our hands! Throughout the day many songs and rhymes can be heard from our
little Nursery Bees and we are so proud of their progress! Many of us even practise counting in
Chinese and Thai, too!
Again, thank you for the opportunity to teach your children this year. As my first teaching
experience in Bangkok, I will treasure these memories going forward. I wish you all the best of luck
in the future!
Best,
Miss April

Issue 3 / Term 3

Kindergarten
Dear Parents,
We have had a great and very productive term so in Kindergarten. All the children very much
enjoyed our final topic Construction.
During this topic we read the story of The Three Little Pigs and we even performed a version of the
story to the rest of the school during an assembly which was great fun. We learnt a great deal of
early science in these studies; that the straw house and the stick house were not strong enough
for the wolf’s huffing and puffing, but the brick house stood strong. Linked to this, we studied light
and heavy objects in the classroom and what happens to weighing scales when these objects are
put on them. We also learned that air can move some light objects - just like straw and light sticks.
During this topic we also looked at several famous
buildings around the world such as the Eiffel Tower,
the Pyramids and the large clock tower Big Ben. We
painted the Eiffel Tower as a whole class stencil
activity, and we sorted lengths of paper correctly to
compose a pyramid and arranged various shapes to
represent Big Ben.
We also had occasion to pretend to be designers and
architects and build some really interesting and unique
structures with collected boxes and we also built a group ‘den’ in the school garden.
To end the topic, we made a short study of bridges teaching us valuable principles of balance and
weight once again.
It has been an absolute pleasure to teach your children this term and watch them progress. I am
returning to England in July to be with my family and I wish the children every success for their
future.
Kind regards
Miss Jo

Issue 3 / Term 3

Mandarin
Dear Parents,
Ni men hao! The school year has now ended and we have been very happy to see children comfortable
and making progress in their Mandarin over the course of the school year.
The topic of this month was Number Rhymes. In the first week, we are learnt the “liang zhi lao hu” (Two
Tigers) action song. We call the number Two, liang when we use it to count objects. We also learned to
count to five when we completed a tiger collage and had to add 5 paper or paint stripes to his body. Our
students liked the tiger activities and song very much!
In the second week, we learnt the wu zhi hou zi dang
qiu qian (Five monkeys swinging on a tree) finger song.
This helped us gain confidence in counting from 1-5.
We were also asked to choose between making a
monkey or crocodile hat and we pretended to be
monkeys swinging from trees or crocodiles snapping
their jaws as actions to the song. As a result of this
particular activity we now hear so much more counting
in our class!
In the third week, we reinforced counting 1-5 by
learning two very traditional nursery rhymes. The first
one was wu zhi ge (Five fingers song). It is about going
to a mountain to find a tiger, but finding five squirrels instead. The other rhyme was shou zhi bian bian
bian (Magic fingers). We loved pretending to be caterpillars, rabbits, cats, crabs and lions with our fingers!
In the last week, we learnt about the numbers 1 to 10. The 1-10 shu zi ge (1-10 number song) is a song
helping us to memorise what numerals look like. We sang about how number 1 looks like a pencil and 2
looks like a duck etc. and we can now do the actions to match.
We are also proud to report that our older students are now beginning to learn to write numbers and our
daily words in Chinese. Well done, everyone!
Please feel free to join our August Mandarin Summer
Camp which begins on 6 August. It would be lovely to
hear students counting “yi, er, san” at Bright Skies
during the holidays!
Best wishes to you all!
Xie xie
Zhou lao shi
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Thai
Sawasdee ka!
We always greet each other in the beginning of our class with joy. This term we added two more
lively songs to our Thai song repertoire. The first one was about keeping healthy by doing exercises.
Our pupils enjoyed doing the actions to this one very much, and the second song was about body
parts.
We also reinforced our counting skills from 1-10 this term, and I am pleased with the progress made.
It was a pleasure to see the children trying so hard to count correctly and gaining the confidence to
say the numbers out loud. We studied the numbers through a lot of fun activities. A firm favourite
was the toy hammer game. The children had to hit the correct number card and tap it the
corresponding number of times with a toy hammer. They also loved singing the 5 little monkeys
song in Thai. In addition, they had to jump 10 times or clap their hands 10 times and count. In our
literacy work we practiced saying “My name is….” in Thai.
We also practised saying and completing the sentence “I like……” too.
Through the course of this year our children have built up a reserve of vocabulary that they can use
in their real life. Just recently we pretended to be a mum or dad walking a toy baby in a toy pram
from home to school, making small observations of the things we would see on our imaginary walk.
That was a lot of fun!
Time has passed so quickly and now it is the end of the year.
I am very proud of all my students and have been pleased to
see them so motivated to try my activities.
Best wishes to you all!
Keep practising your Thai every chance you have!

Kob Kun Ka
Kru Poupee

